Literature students tend not to perceive English Literature as a particularly political subject to study, nor are most English departments seen as centres of political debate. Francis Mulhern, in his 1979 study of F.R. Leavis's journal Scrutiny, has suggested that: 'Literary criticism as it is mainly practiced in England is in reality the focal activity of a discourse whose foremost general cultural function is the repression of politics' (Mulhern, 1981, p. 331). Nonetheless, as both Mulhern and Leavis knew full well, English as a subject area has long been used politically. Even in its naming and placing in an academic institution, a literature department has political implications: English Literature, Literature, English, English Language, English Studies or Humanities? Every variation represents a battle over definitions of and distinctions between 'Literature' and other academic subjects. The literary curriculum has always been subject to intervention in school and university departments, while politicians regularly invoke the English literary tradition for their own political agendas, and literary references are frequently employed in the promotion of political values.
When you put the two terms together, the difficulties can be pretty horrendous' (Hall, 2011, p. 72) . Both 'Politics' and 'Literature' are similarly contested terms which defy simple definitions and inevitably beg the questions: whose politics, and whose literature?
Writing over forty years ago, John Lucas suggested: 'Politics and Literature. The subject is a daunting one, the relationship between the two is so problematic, elusive, uncertain. Yet it is these difficulties which make the subject fascinating and deserving of attention' (Lucas, 1971, p. 1) . It was daunting for Lucas, and he was writing at a time, as the contents of his collection makes clear, when the politics of literary criticism appeared to be more straightforward than they are currently; there are no women contributors in Lucas's collection, and all the contributors are from British universities. This was not uncommon in collections of literary criticism in those long-ago days before feminist literary theory and post-colonial criticism had become necessary fields in the undergraduate literature curriculum. Niall Lucy, writing in 1997, dates the beginning of a political agenda in literary studies to that moment in the 1970s:
Suddenly, or so it seemed, university literature departments were having to engage with 'political' and 'philosophical' questions about what a literature department teaches . . . Such questions aroused great hostility at first, but in time most literature departments responded to them by conceding just a little bit of ground. 'Critical' approaches were renamed ' theoretical' approaches and most departments added a few courses on 'women and literature', 'postcolonial writing', 'literature and society' -that sort of thing. (Lucy, 1997, p. vi) While Lucy is right that a politicisation of literary studies was institutionalised in the undergraduate programme in the 1970s, largely as a response to student and staff interventions, university literature departments have a long history of political engagement. In an article on the 'Discipline of Letters' an eminent literary critic called for 'A new deal for English':
What English studies need is not more scholarship but fresh contacts, cross-fertilization . . . of the complex of cultural subjects of which the study of literature forms part and the intellectual
